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		  Some exciting news from Selectronic

		
		
			Selectronic – Australian Made Announcement

		

				
            Read more
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		  Micro grids for the win

		
		
			Here is a video on one of our Micro grid projects we completed with Mondo Power and Totally Renewable Yackandandah…..
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		  On Country renewable energy partnership gets green light.

		
		
			Taungurung Land and Waters Council’s Matt Burns [right] says there’s a “social good” in solar investment.(Supplied: Indigo Power) A First….
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		  A community-owned energy retailer has launched in the North East
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		  Old Beechworth Gaol home to new community-led clean-energy project

		
		
			A people-powered revolution is taking place in north-east Victoria with the region’s first community-led energy network going live. Key points:….
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		  Indigo Power renewable energy roadshow travels across North East

		
		
			The retailer's plan was always to hold a series of community meetings in different towns to explain what it is....		
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		  A local community energy company today launched the northeast’s first community-owned solar power system.
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		  Wodonga builder proves 10-star homes not so hard if you’re a quality builder to start with

		
		
			If you want to control the energy efficiency of your building, start by eliminating air leakage, says an award-winning home….
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		  Order of Australia Recipient Continues to Innovate

		
		
			Brendon Collins, a builder who received an Order of Australia medal in today’s Queen’s Birthday Honours list, had a vision….
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		  Victorian builder chasing 10-star energy rated homes to give residents greener options

		
		
			Brendon Collins is hoping to develop Australia’s first off-the-shelf 10-star energy efficient homes in a medium density environment.(Supplied: Fishbowl PR)….
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                    Let's start your energy journey
At Solar Integrity, we care about our local community to ensure our customers get the best quality
energy solutions available.
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What our customer say about us

                Gina Schmidt

                      October 2023

                    
Friendly service, prompt and informative. Enjoyed having them around and our solar is up and running without fuss, also they were able to accommodate for my movements and availability.
5.0
                         
                      


                Kay Beard

                      September 2023

                    
Solar Integrity arrived on time as arranged. The technicians were helpful, organised and effiecient. The solar panel review told us that our older panels were OK. We'll definitely use these guys again. Rex & Kay Beard , wodonga
5.0
                         
                      


                Clare Cunnington

                      September 2023

                    
Bobbi and Brett have a wealth of knowledge in the solar industry and are our go to people for advice and service. We have used them many times over many years and are happy to recommend them
5.0
                         
                      


                Sarah Webb

                      July 2023

                    
Great company to deal with. This is our second time using them to install solar. Great service and advice. Happy to listen and give multiple options. 5 star service
5.0
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Get a free site inspection & quote
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			or give us a call


		

	

(02) 6016 5711







                

            

            








    
        



            
                

            
            Rebates
			There are various rebates or incentives available from the Federal and State Governments for solar power, hot water upgrades and batteries. Trying to work out what you are eligible for can be confusing, especially living in a border region with different state governments at play. We take the confusion out of it for you. If you book one of our consultations and site inspections, we can explain what financial support is available for you to go solar, batteries, hot water or EV charging.

Find out more
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          Trading hours
			Mon-Fri

8:30am – 5:00pm

Sat – Sun: Closed
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(02) 6016 5711
enquiries@solarintegrityaw.com.au

			Solar Integrity 1/73 Thomas Mitchell Dr, Wodonga VIC 3690
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Request a quote
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